
 
 

This crisp and refreshing cider mixes the sweetness of the apples with a subtle dryness for a balanced cider taste. 

A refreshing mix of malted wheat flavor and fruity notes, wrapped up in a distinctively citrusy hop aroma. Brewed around the concept of balance. 

Bursting with hop aromas ranging from pine to grapefruit notes.  Two Hearted remains one of the defining American style India Pale Ales. 

An ale that has all the chocolate and roasted nut flavor of a classic Porter, with an enigmatic surprise thrown in for good measure, real vanilla bean. 

Balance & bready flavors brace up a beer that’s beautifully hoppy, strangely quaffable & oddly compelling. hop bitterness is followed by a wave of flavor & aroma. 

A crackling dry, hoppy unfiltered golden farmhouse ale, but featuring rare Sorachi Ace hop and fermented with a special Belgian ale strain. 

An all malt wheat ale infused with real lemons and limes. This shandy has a lively fruity flavor and a powerful "throw your head back" fresh lemon aroma. 

Collaboration w/ Union Brewing Company. American Style Wheat w/ heavy hop bitterness & aroma. Light Summer Seasonal ale. Named after Hardin Ridge. 

Offers resinous, piney, & grapefruit flavors in this highly drinkable ale. It ain’t your Dad’s Falls City. 

      It’s a single IPA, hopped like a double, with an over-the-top hop character that’s a bit spicy, citrusy and piney. 

Brewed with a wide variety of tropical, citrus-forward hops, and the tenth installment in the brewery’s popular and rare: Backstage Series. 

Reds Rye is impressively balanced with its hop bitterness and floral bouquet achieved from the dry hop. Finish is crisp and spicy. 

Optimizing the flavor of raspberries added at multiple stages of fermentation, this stunning berry red masterpiece is the perfect balance of sweet and tart. 

      This classic IPA is pale in color, full-bodied with a distinctive hoppiness. 

This West Coast-Style IPA is extravagantly hopped with Simcoe, Centennial, Cascade and Columbus hops. Full flavored, medium bodied and copper colored. 

A crisp hint of roasted barley, the fresh breeze of hops & the refreshing bite all make for the bittersweet reward. 

      A potent yet delicate ale, brewed with a unique Belgian yeast which develops a spicy, fruity flavor. Enormously complex.

     An ale brewed with grapefruit juice, lemon peel and natural flavors.

     Aged in bourbon barrels to provide a sweet hint of caramel and vanilla to dark-roasted malts and finish with the essence of a lightly roasted coffee.

     A full flavored Kölsch style ale true to form of the German beer style originating in Cologne.

     This IPA is full of flavor with notes of spice, roasted malts, caramel, and citrus fruit. It is made with 43 different hops and 65 various malts.

Complex and balanced.  This ESB delivers a malty chewiness that slowly transitions over to herbal, earthy hops with a dry finish. 

Straight raspberry juice is blended with selected Lambic; reich-red Framboise has a taste of sparkling raspberry champagne. 

Made with 50 percent wheat malt, Pilgrim’s Dole blends warming and slightly sweet flavors with a unique caramelized character. 

This ale is made with three malts and one hop. Post fermenting-dry hopping allows this monstrosity to gentle coax the citrus rind and grapefruit aroma. 

A medium body ale that has been moderately carbonated for a smooth finish. 
  

Delivers a fruity & spicy aroma from a combination of the saison yeast & the Mosaic and Chinook dry-hops.  Light to medium bodied with a dry finish. 
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Live Team Trivia at 8PM 

just Tap’d: Schlafly ‘Dry Hopped Saison’, 
Three Floyd’s ‘Gorch Fock’ 
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Features 100% English hops and a big malt backbone built upon pale and caramel malted barley. The hop varietals, lend a quality of lemon and spice. 

Designed with notable hops, delicate malts, and a unique yeast to give it a well-rounded profile. 

The quench of wheat ale combined with the delightful aromatics and subtle fruit flavor contributed by Maine wild blueberries. 

The recipe is for an American style IPA- brewed with only two different malts, a single hop varietal, and is fermented dry to accentuate hop flavor and aroma. 

Aromas of sweet vanilla & caramels come through on the nose & palate.  The silky smooth mouthfeel and flavors mask the high ABV. 

Deep ruby in color this beer is brewed with fresh English hops thrown into every brewing vessel, then dry hopped after fermentation to impart a zesty kick 

This truly old fashioned soda has the rich, creamy flavor that only comes from using pure Wisconsin honey from the combs.  

Real grapefruit juice gives the Stiegl Radler a distinct, tart aroma and natural cloudiness.  (just 35 calories) 

A rich, dark and delicious porter with chocolate and coffee overtones accented by a subtle smokiness from just the right amount of peat smoked malt. 

The yeast used in Big H helps create the big banana aroma and flavors that are the hallmark of the Hefeweizen style 

This Munich Helles Lager has a balanced malt flavor that finishes with crisp noble hops. 

Barley, wheat & oats are used to give this beer its smooth malt profile, balanced w/ American hops & a cool fermentation. 

A light golden colored Franconian style Helles Lager. With a slightly sweet malt body, a noble hop profile and a crisp finish. 

An American Wheat Beer brewed with red wheat and boat loads of amarillo hops gives this summer brew a lemony finish. 

This double IPA will make you want to grow a mullet (if you don’t already have one) and go to war (if your’re not already). 

Heavy additions of Galena and Centennial hops coupled with copious amounts of Pink Peppercorns, provide flavor notes of resin, pine & citrus peel. 

Aromas of grapefruit, apricot and pine on the nose. A crisp, but subtle bitterness & a refreshingly light malt character are delivered by this low ABV IPA. 

A Classic German inspired Lager, reminiscent of what local beer tasted like before prohibition. 

Brewed with Simcoe, Amarillo, Cascade, and Columbus hops and dry hopped twice for aroma. Delivers tropical, fruity, and floral aromas and flavors. 

Fruity yet spicy, this beer finishes dry with subtle hop aroma, a nice peppery rye malt flavor, high carbonation, and lovely effervescence. 

Brewed with organic coriander, chamomile, and orange peel to be light on the tongue & refreshingly tart. 

 
A cloudy hazy appearance & unmistakable flavors of cloves, banana, citrus, vanilla & bubblegum are just some of the refreshing characteristics. 

Chocolate malt and real dark chocolate are combined with Young's, full flavored dark beer to craft a satisfyingly indulgent, but never overly sweet experience. 

Ask a server about a beer shot 
 
$8 Flight sampler of (4) 5oz. selections: 

Great Divide HeyDay 
Smuttynose Frankenlager 
Southern Tier Pumking 
Great Dive Oatmeal Yeti 
Rivertown Death 
Shipyard Smashed Pumpkin 
Petrus Dubbel Bruin 
18th Street Rise of the Phoenix 
Green Flash White IPA 
Dragons Milk Reserve 
 

 

- Sun King Indians 
- Southern Tier Harvest 
- Falls City Hipster Repellent 
- Breckenridge Vanilla  

 
     

 
 

 

http://www.ratebeer.com/beerstyles/oktoberfest-marzen/37/

